
A Timeline of Xinet and Our Products
Xinet® has a long history of developing industry leading products that improve the management of 
digital assets as well as creative and production workflows. Our commitment to continuing innovation 
means that customers can always expect WebNative® Suite to keep up with industry demands. This 
timeline is a snapshot of some of our key developments.

mt Xinu cooperative founded to package Berkeley Unix as a commercial product and to  
provide support 

mt Xinu first to release a commercial version of Berkeley Unix

Xinet emerged as a division of mt Xinu, providing software for TOPS and Kinetics 

K-Talk and K-AShare released, providing Apple Macintosh to Unix filesharing 

Xinet incorporated, continued development of “K-products” and development of FullPress

FullPress 8.0—Server production engine providing file sharing, print spooling, OPI, and 
automated output generation

Picture Wrangler—Image re-linking and updating tool; makes layouts faster and more efficient

FullPress 9.0—Appleshare IP for faster file transfers

WebNative 1.0—Server-based digital asset management over the Web

First release of WebNative for the Mac OS X server

FullPress 10.0/WebNative 2.0—Improved image customization, printer logs and output options; 
ability to drag and drop images from a browser to a QuarkXPress picture box

WebNative 3.0—Improved customization, sites can offer users different interface styles, allows 
complete customization of interface

FullPress 11.0/WebNative 4.0—Implement PDF-based production without third-party software

WebNative Venture 5.0—Added a database to WebNative core functionality

Incremental WebNative product releases, including new features that include “House” style, and 
user and sub-administration privileges

FullPress 12.0—Easy administration of PDF creation queues, expanded functionality for better 
integration with Adobe Illustrator and InDesign

FullPress 14.0/WebNative Venture 7.0—Support for Apple File Protocol (AFP) 3.1, Red Hat Linux, 
and Adobe XMP; update to the database’s QuarkXPress and InDesign preview  
storage functionality

WebNative Portal 1.0—Secure, multiple-server asset management system

WebNative Portal 2.0—Easier branding, better performance

FullPress 15.0 and WebNative 8.0—Includes Uploader, Interactive PDF, multi-page previews  
for PDF files

Video Support for WebNative Venture—Key frames generated for video formats
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Video Support 2.0—More file formats, better streaming

PDF Image Replacement 1.0—Simple way for off-site production users to generate PDF 
documents in which transparencies have been preserved

FullPress 15.03, WebNative 8.03 and WebNative Portal 2.03—Includes expanded XMP metadata 
support, expands support for Active Directory, Open Directory, and Microsoft Office files

Incremental WebNative product releases including support for QuarkXPress 8, improvements for  
remote workflows

WebNative Archive for Windows 1.0—Provides integration on Windows servers between 
WebNative Venture and archiving systems

PDF Image Replacement 2.0—Eliminates need for conversion to PostScript, supports  
color correction

Asset Browser—Web browser plug-in within Adobe InDesign, catalog production tool

WebNative Suite 16.0—Administration of FullPress, WebNative, WebNative Venture and Portal 
combined into single Web-based GUI; annotations for document mark-up

Video 3.0 for WebNative Suite—Automatic scene detection, streaming videos in multiple formats 
and resolutions; create reels from existing documents with Video Reel Generator

Video 4.0 for WebNative Suite—Supports audio, Flash and HTML files; expands functionality 
of Video Reel Generator to include soundtracks and previews of all files in generated videos; 
supports images attached to audio files

WebNative 16.05—Support for Adobe CS5 plug-ins including Asset Browser ID, Picture Wrangler 
ID, WebNative ID and Annotator ID 

WebNative Archive 2.0—Provides integration on Windows and Unix servers between the server 
and archiving software

WebNative Suite 16.06 including support for QuarkXPress 9 and Adobe Creative Suite 5 and 
5.5; Incremental WebNative product releases including updates to WebNative Archive and PC 
Connectivity

WebNative Suite 17.0—Enhanced searching, optimized access for mobile devices, new Uploader 
Distributor, 2-D and 3-D file previews, updated and consolidated GUI
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